
READY, SET, LITIGATE: 
ARE YOU PREPARED FOR THE POST-COVID WORLD?

INJURY & INSURANCE LAWYERS

www.willdavidson.ca
September 15th, 2021 - 8:30-5:00
September 22nd, 2021 - 8:50-3:00

14.5 CPD Hrs | 12 Substantive Hrs | 2.25 Professionalism Hrs | 0.25 EDI Hrs



AGENDA
DAY 1 

8.5 CPD Hours
7.5 Substantive Hours

45 Professionalism Minutes
15 EDI Minutes

Time Topic Speakers

10 Mins OPENING REMARKS FROM CHAIR Gary Will 

35 Mins 
CONNECTING WITH JURORS DURING A 

VIRTUAL TRIAL
Elise Sanguinetti

55 Mins 
THE ADVANTAGES AND CHALLENGES 

OF CONDUCTING A ZOOM TRIAL

Tom Connolly
Laura Hillyer
Maria Damiano
Peter Reinitzer
Moderator: Gary Will

20 Mins
JUDGE’S PERSPECTIVE ON LITIGATING 

CASES IN THE POST COVID WORLD
Justice Annette 
Casullo

30 Mins 
MOORE v. LYSENKO: FAMILY LAW ACT 

DAMAGES ON THE RISE

Mike Smitiuch
Chris Morrison
Moderator: Gary Will

BREAK

40 Mins
HOW TECHNOLOGY IS 

REVOLUTIONIZING THE 
PRACTICE OF LAW

Charles Gluckstein

30 Mins 
DIGITAL MARKETING AND SOCIAL 

MEDIA – HOW TO GET CLIENTS IN THE 
POST-COVID WORLD

Matt Lalande
Alex Will
Brandon Little
Moderator: Gary Will

25 Mins 

DEVELOPING AN APPEALING 
PERSONALITY – 

GETTING LEAVE AT THE SUPREME 
COURT OF CANADA

Eugene Meehan, QC

BREAK

Part 1



AGENDA
DAY 1 

8.5 CPD Hours
7.5 Substantive Hours

45 Professionalism Minutes
15 EDI Minutes

Time Topic Speakers

55 Mins MEDIATORS’ PANEL

Hon. Todd Archibald 
(Ret’d)
Paul Torrie
Bill McCorriston
Jay Rudolph
Moderator: Gary Will

40 Mins
MEDICAL MALPRACTICE PANEL: 

SCREENING NEW CASES: WHEN TO 
DIVE IN AND WHEN TO RUN AWAY

Jeremy Syrtash
Sonia Nijar
Moderator: Paul Cahill

35 Mins 
COVID-19 AND CIVIL JURIES – HAVE WE 
STRUCK OUT OR MUST WE STILL WAIT 

AND SEE

Joseph Obagi
Todd McCarthy
Moderator: Gary Will 

30 Mins RUNNING A LAW FIRM REMOTELY

Brennan Kahler
Madeline Barnes
Kris Bonn
Moderator: Gary Will

BREAK

40 Mins MUNICIPAL LIABILITY

Darcy Romaine
David Morin
Gordon Marsden
Moderator: Gary Will 

40 Mins
LONG TERM CARE HOME ACTIONS 

ACROSS CANADA

Craig Brown
Clint Docken
Ray Wagner
Moderator: Gary Will 

45 Mins
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION CLAIMS FROM 

COVID

Stephen Birman
Michael Ellis
David Klein
Moderator: Gary Will

5 Minutes CLOSING REMARKS FROM CHAIR Gary Will

Part 2



AGENDA
DAY 2

6 CPD Hours
4.5 Substantive Hours

1.5 Professionalism Hours

Time Topic Speakers

8:50-9:00 OPENING REMARKS BY CHAIR Gary Will

9:00-11:50
FRAMING YOUR CASE IN A POST COVID 

WORLD
Mark Mandell

11:50-12:00 BREAK

12:00-12:45
AN UPDATE FROM LAWPRO – WHAT YOU 

NEED TO KNOW

Jillian Van 
Allen, Katie James, 
Moderator: Meghan 
Walker

12:45-1:10
LITIGATION BEGINS IN THE FIRST 

INTERVIEW – HOW TO BUILD YOUR CASE 
FROM DAY ONE

Jim Davidson, Ron 
Strike, Ron David-
son

1:10-1:55 PROFESSIONALISM IN THE POST COVID 
WORLD

Scott Frew, Joel 
Cormier

1:55-2:00 BREAK

2:00-3:00

QUESTIONS FROM OUR 
VIRTUAL AUDIENCE

We welcome questions from our audience 
for all speakers from our September 15th 

and September 22nd CLE



SPEAKERS
WILL DAVIDSON’S CLE 2021

Justice Annette Casullo
Annette was called to the Ontario Bar in 1998. Prior to her appointment, 
she was a Partner in the Huntsville office of Will Davidson LLP, with a prac-
tice focused on insurance litigation. In 2011, she was designated a Certified 
Specialist in Civil Litigation by the Law Society of Ontario. Justice Casullo 
was a member of the OBA Council from 2015 until her appointment, repre-
senting the Central East Region, and was most recently a member-at-large 
of its Insurance Law Section Executive. She was also First Vice President of 
the Muskoka Law Association, and a member of OTLA, and many more.

Hon. Todd Archibald (Ret’d)
Todd Archibald retired on May 1 from the Superior Court of Justice to 
commence his mediation and arbitration practice. Appointed Justice of the 
Superior Court of Justice-1999; Partner: Borden, Ladner, Gervais from 1992 
to 1999; Practiced in fields of civil, criminal and environmental litigation; 
Certified by the Law Society of Upper Canada as an Environmental Law 
Specialist in 1997; Adjunct Professor: Advanced Trial Advocacy, Corporate 
Crimes and Regulatory Offences, and Advanced Evidence at Osgoode Hall 
Law School (2000 – to present).

Madeline Barnes
Madeline Barnes is the CEO at Will Davidson LLP. Madeline is passionate 
about her role as evidenced by her 30 years with the firm. She is a member 
of TLOMA and ALA. Madeline enjoys challenges and constantly strives to 
keep current in the ever changing landscape of finance and human resourc-
es. 

Stephen Birman
Stephen Birman is a Partner at Thomson, Rogers. Stephen specialises in 
personal injury and class action law. Stephen has extensive experience liti-
gating personal injury and first party accident benefits claims. Stephen was 
involved in the residential schools class action and is currently involved in 
class actions arising from Covid-19 in Ontario nursing homes and business 
interruption claims. 

Kris Bonn
Kris Bonn is the managing partner at Bonn Law, a 7 lawyer firm with offic-
es in Belleville and Trenton that focuses on helping people with personal 
injury cases, medical malpractice, long-term disability denials and criminal 
defence. Kris is currently the President of the Ontario Trial Lawyers Associ-
ation and President of the Brain Injury Association Quinte District. 
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Craig Brown
Craig Brown is an experienced trial lawyer who attributes his success to 
strategic planning and careful risk management of his clients’ cases. Craig 
is listed in The Canadian Legal Lexpert® Directory as a leading personal 
injury practitioner and in The Best Lawyers™ in Canada publication. Craig’s 
practice philosophy is to ensure that his clients have all the information 
they need to make informed decisions.

Paul Cahill
Paul is a Certified Specialist in Civil Litigation and has been a Partner with 
Will Davidson LLP since 2011, having started there as an articling student in 
2004. Paul helps seriously injured people obtain fair compensation for their 
losses, whether it be by medical malpractice, car accident, slip and fall, or a 
product failure. Paul also assists people with first party insurance claims for 
disability benefits. 

Tom Connolly
Tom Connolly founded Connolly Obagi LLP with Joseph Obagi in 2008 to 
pursue his vision of a personal injury firm dedicated to service to clients 
involved in serious personal injury claims, including disability, death and 
medical malpractice claims. That has led to creating a client-centred team 
approach focused on getting to know each client, and providing clients 
with educational material to make them feel in charge of his or her own 
case.

Joel Cormier
Joel Cormier goes the distance for his clients. Joel has extensive trial and 
appellate experience and has built a successful track record representing 
his clients inside the courtroom. However, Joel also knows the value of early 
resolution to his clients, so whenever possible he leverages his courtroom 
experience to obtain the best possible settlements for clients without the 
cost of trial.

Maria Damiano
Maria Damiano is an associate at the firm Harte Law Professional Corpora-
tion. Since 2003 Maria’s practice has been restricted exclusively to the area 
of medical malpractice assisting victims of serious medical harm across 
Ontario and Canada. Maria is currently on the Board of Directors of the On-
tario Trial Lawyers’ Association and is a council member of the Medico-Le-
gal Society of Toronto. She is currently President Elect of the Ontario Trial 
Lawyers’ Association.
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Jim Davidson
Jim Davidson is a Certified Specialist in Civil Litigation and head of the 
firm’s Insurance Defence group. Jim’s practice is unique in that he rep-
resents both insurance companies and individual clients in a variety of 
insurance-related areas including, personal injury, property losses, and 
subrogated claims. Jim was selected by his peers for inclusion in The Best 
Lawyers in Canada 2018, for his work in personal injury litigation.

Ron Davidson
Ron Davidson has over 32 years of litigation experience, including 27 years 
as a crown prosecutor and six years in civil litigation – including person-
al injury work. He works exclusively on behalf of plaintiffs on all types of 
claims including actions arising from motor vehicle, ATV and boating ac-
cidents, slip and falls, wrongful death actions, unlawful or false arrest or 
imprisonment, and criminal offences including assaults and sports-related 
injuries. As a crown, Ron successfully prosecuted many major cases.

Clint Docken
Clint Docken is currently a partner at Guardian Law Group LLP in Calgary, 
Alberta.  Clint has been practicing in the field of class actions since the 
legislation was introduced to Canada in 1992. He has acted as co-counsel 
in a number of significant actions including BreX, Breast Implants, Hepatitis 
C tainted blood, BSE and Indian Residential Schools. Clint has resided in 
the Bragg Creek area since 1975, where he has been extensively involved in 
community activities over the years.

Michael Ellis
Michael Ellis is a Partner at Will Davidson LLP and has appeared at all levels 
of Court in Ontario and has also appeared before the Workplace Safety and 
Insurance Board and the Appeals Tribunal. He has attended numerous trials 
as counsel and has significant experience in all aspects of personal injury 
litigation arising from motor vehicle accidents, occupier’s liability matters, 
as well as expertise in the representation of injured persons in first party 
accident benefits claims.

Scott Frew
Scott Frew is a Partner at Will Davidson LLP and specializes in civil liti-
gation with a focus on representing insurers in personal injury matters. 
His practice spans a wide-range of complex litigation, including extensive 
knowledge and expertise in Motor Vehicle, Product Liability, Occupier’s 
Liability, Property Damage, and Subrogation claims.  Additionally, Scott has 
extensive knowledge on the growing torts of internet harassment and defa-
mation as well as cyberbullying claims.  
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Charles Gluckstein
Charles is a Partner at Gluckstein LLP and advocates for results that 
achieve maximum recovery of lifestyle for each one of his clients. Charles 
is a Specialist in Civil Litigation, which encompasses personal injury, motor 
vehicle claims, medical and professional negligence, as well as occupier’s 
liability issues. Charles commands a through knowledge of all relevant Au-
tomobile Legislation, providing trusted experience for all aspects of dispute 
resolution.

Laura Hillyer
Laura Hillyer was called to the Bar in 2001 and practises in Burlington.  
She is the Immediate Past President of the Ontario Trial Lawyers Associa-
tion and is the Vice-Chair of the Board of Directors of the Ontario Safety 
League.  Laura spent her first fifteen years at the Bar dividing her prac-
tice between Personal Injury Litigation and Criminal Defence.  In the fall of 
2020, Laura was counsel to the Plaintiff in an eight-week virtual trial, which 
was one of the first virtual trials carried out in the Province during the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

Katie James
Katie is a lawyer at LAWPRO. She was called to the bar in 2002. She prac-
tices law in a number of areas including international law, civil & human 
rights, and accident and injury litigation. 

Brennan Kahler
Brennan Kahler is the founder and principal lawyer at Kahler Law Firm, a 
boutique plaintiff personal injury firm with offices in Toronto and Barrie, 
Ontario. Brennan is honored to have spent his entire career acting for seri-
ously injured people and their families. 

David Klein
David Klein is one of Canada’s top class action lawyers. David’s practice is 
national in scope. He was plaintiffs’ counsel in the first class actions certi-
fied in British Columbia, Manitoba and Newfoundland & Labrador, and has 
been appointed by Ontario judges to represent the interests of British Co-
lumbians in several Ontario cases. David has recovered hundreds of millions 
of dollars for thousands of victims in a wide range of landmark lawsuits.
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Matt Lalande
Matt Lalande is the founder of Lalande Personal Injury Lawyers in Hamilton 
Ontario. Matt, who is originally from Sudbury, has been practicing personal 
injury, disability and employment litigation in the Hamilton area since 2003. 
In addition to practicing law, Matt always enjoys the opportunity to speak 
at a variety of educational seminars, conferences and on several occasions 
now, at the University of Ottawa Faculty of Law.

Brandon Little
Brandon Little is a Marketing Director at Will Davidson and a Wilfrid Lauri-
er graduate. After working at a top personal injury firm in Canada, on their 
marketing team where he gained extremely valuable experience, he joined 
Will Davidson. While wearing a variety of different hats at the firm, Brandon 
continues to grow his skills but maintains a strong focus on the digital side 
of marketing and content creation.

Mark Mandell
Mark Mandell is a leading plaintiffs trial lawyer based in Rhode Island with a 
national and international practice.  He has served as President of the Asso-
ciation of Trial Lawyers of America and has written numerous articles and 
books on Trial Advocacy.

Gordon Marsden
Gord is a Partner at Will Davidson LLP. Since being called to the bar in 
2003, Gordon has developed a broad-based practice in civil and com-
mercial litigation. He has assisted senior counsel in conducting trials (and 
conducted his own trials) in actions arising from personal injuries resulting 
from motor vehicle accidents, slip and falls, and medical malpractice as well 
as contract disputes. He has appeared before the Superior Court of Justice 
and the Court of Appeal. 

Todd McCarthy
Todd is Senior Partner at Flaherty McCarthy Litigation Counsel. For thirty 
years and counting Todd has continually dedicated himself to advocacy, 
primarily as defence counsel. He welcomes the opportunity to advocate 
forcefully, but fairly, to achieve successful outcomes for his clients. He con-
tributes to the body of law through decisions arising from cases in which 
he is involved as counsel. Todd fairly and constructively resolves disputes 
where appropriate, through mediation or other forms of negotiation.
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Bill McCorriston
Bill is a Principle at McCorriston ADR Inc. Bill is an experienced mediator in 
Ontario. He has mediated more than 3500 cases. He has mediated cases 
involving personal injury, long-term disability and professional negligence. 
Bill is a lawyer who spent the first 25 years of his career conducting trials. 
He represented plaintiffs and defendants before judges alone and juries; 
he provided representation in many administrative tribunals and appellate 
levels of court. 

Eugene Meehan, QC
After graduating from the University of Edinburgh (LL.B.), Eugene was 
awarded a Commonwealth Scholarship to pursue an LL.M. at McGill Univer-
sity. In the Québec milieu, he (mis)treated Montréalers to French spoken 
with a Celtic accent. People thought he was from northern Québec ... way 
north (some actually figured he came from Abitibi Temiscamingue). He did 
a second LL.B. at the University of Ottawa, and then a Doctorate in Civil 
Law back at McGill. Eugene was the Executive Legal Officer to Chief Justice 
Lamer of the SCC and is one of the Founding Members of Supreme Advo-
cacy LLP.

David Morin
David is a Founding Partner at Will Davidson LLP. David’s practice focuses 
on civil litigation, in particular personal injury, product liability, municipal 
liability, and professional negligence claims. David also quarterbacks com-
plex property loss subrogation claims on behalf of insurers, stemming from 
significant building envelope (construction) failures. 

Chris Morrison
Chris Morrison is a partner at Will Davidson who practices primarily in the 
field of complex civil litigation and appeals. His focus is on insurance cov-
erage, subrogation, negligence claims, and mass tort/ class proceedings. 
He is well known for his work in appeals, handling the majority of the firm’s 
appeals as well as a significant number of appeals for litigators across On-
tario. He has appeared numerous times before the Ontario Divisional Court, 
the Ontario Court of Appeal and the Supreme Court of Canada. Since his 
call to the bar 20 years ago, Chris has logged over 60 reported decisions.

Sonia Nijar
Sonia acts on behalf of plaintiffs in cases involving all areas of medical neg-
ligence. Sonia holds a Board position at Reconnect Community Health Ser-
vices, a not-for-profit health service organization, and sits on the Research 
and Ethics Board of a community hospital. She is co-editor of the Medical 
Malpractice Newsletter, and has presented on various medical-legal topics. 
Sonia speaks fluent Punjabi and conversational Hindi.
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Joseph Obagi
Joseph is a Partner at Connolly Obagi LLP and is certified by the Law Soci-
ety of Upper Canada as a specialist in Civil Litigation. He practices primar-
ily in the Superior Court of Justice and the Court of Appeal in Ontario. He 
has been involved in a number of court cases which have had a significant 
impact on the development of jurisprudence in the Province of Ontario. His 
cases have been reported widely in the Law Times, The Lawyers’ Weekly 
and both national and local newspapers.

Peter Reinitzer
Peter Reinitzer is an associate at Will Davidson LLP. Since being called to 
the bar in 2015, Peter has built a broad litigation practice with an emphasis 
on personal injury and property damage matters. Peter has represented his 
clients at all levels of court in Ontario, including the Superior Court of Jus-
tice and the Court of Appeal. He is a General Member of the Board of the 
Muskoka Law Association and is a member of the OBA, OTLA, and many 
others.

Darcy Romaine
Darcy Romaine is a trial lawyer for the seriously injured. He has won trials 
where liability is complex and where the injuries involve catastrophic brain 
injury, complicated orthopaedic injury, and severe burn injury. Profession-
ally, he is best known for his trials involving municipal negligence and his 
courtroom efforts to have regulations governing municipality maintenance 
obligations struck for providing unsafe and inadequate levels of care to the 
motoring public.

Jay Rudolph
Jay Rudolph LLB, C. Med, C. Arb, is the president of Rudolph Mediation & 
Arbitration Services Inc. Jay is a lawyer, Chartered Mediator, Chartered Ar-
bitrator, and a Distinguished Fellow of the International Academy of Medi-
ators. Jay has been a lawyer for 37 years and has been mediating personal 
injury, insurance, employment, and estate cases for 27 years. He founded 
Rudolph Mediation & Arbitration Services Inc. in 1998.

Elise Sanguinetti
Elise is a founding partner of Arias Sanguinetti Wang & Torrijos with offices 
in the San Francisco Bay Area, Los Angeles, Las Vegas and Montreal. Her 
main focus of expertise is serious injury, wrongful death cases, and prod-
ucts liability. She exclusively represents plaintiffs in civil litigation, holds 
an AV rating with Martindale-Hubbell, has been recognized as one of the 
top plaintiff’s lawyers in California and has been named a California Super 
Lawyer every year since becoming eligible.  Elise is a past-president of the 
American Association for Justice (AAJ), a past-president of the Consumer 
Attorneys of California (CAOC), and a past-president of the Alameda Con-
tra Costa Trial Lawyers Association.
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Mike Smitiuch
Mike is an experienced trial lawyer who represents injury victims and the 
family members of those who have been killed due to the negligence of 
others. Some significant trial wins include the first ever product liability 
verdict in North America against Corning for Visions Cookware, the only 
punitive damages award against a nursing home in Canada and most re-
cently the highest amount awarded in Ontario for Family Law Act damages 
to parents of a young lady killed in a fire.

Ron Strike
Ron was called to the Bar in 1983 and was a senior partner with Strike 
Furlong Ford until February 1, 2016 when he merged his practice with Will 
Davidson. Ron practices exclusively in the area of Personal Injury Law. He 
has successfully litigated numerous catastrophic injury cases at local, na-
tional and international levels. He has represented seriously injured clients 
for over 38 years and lectured extensively on personal injury issues. He is 
a proud member of OTLA, Durham Region Law Association, Canadian Bar 
Association and a Certified Risk Manager.

Jeremy Syrtash
Jeremy is a medical malpractice lawyer at Sommers Roth & Elmaleh. Since 
his call to the bar in 2014, Jeremy has served as co-counsel on various 
medical malpractice trials, many of which were a result of pediatric or ob-
stetrical negligence.  He has lectured extensively on various topics related 
to health and medical negligence law and is a frequent contributor to the 
OTLA Medical Malpractice Newsletter. 

Paul Torrie
Paul Torrie is founder and president of Global Resolutions, a nationally 
recognized mediation and arbitration firm. Paul is one of the pioneers in 
alternative dispute resolution in Canada and is a leading expert in the field. 
Paul has mediated complex mass torts, real estate, commercial, and insur-
ance and shareholder disputes. He has mediated numerous class actions 
involving consumer products, medical devices, insurance policies, financial 
services, business interruption, and property loss. 

Jillian Van Allen 
Jillian is a partner at Beard Winter LLP and a member of the firm’s insur-
ance litigation group. Jillian’s insurance defence practice focuses on profes-
sional errors and omissions, including repairing and defending matters on 
behalf of lawyers. She has also acted on behalf of property/casualty insur-
ers in the defence of tort and accident benefits claims, including acting on 
behalf of accident bene-fits insurers in loss transfer and priority disputes 
between insurers. She has many appearances and reported decisions in the 
Superior Court of Justice, Divisional Court and Court of Appeal.
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Ray Wagner
Raymond F. Wagner, Q.C. is the founder and principal of Wagners. He has 
dedicated the majority of his 41 years of legal practice to representing 
injured plaintiffs. His practice has a primary focus on class actions, med-
ical negligence with a special focus in birth trauma, and personal injury 
litigation. He obtained his law degree from Dalhousie Law School in 1977 
and was called to the Bar of Nova Scotia in 1980. Mr. Wagner has appeared 
before all levels of court including in Atlantic Canada. As well he has also 
appeared in Courts in Ontario, Quebec, Saskatchewan, and at the Federal 
Court and Supreme Court of Canada. In 2021, Mr. Wagner was internation-
ally recognized for his work as a passionate advocate and trial lawyer with 
his induction as a Fellow of the American College of Trial Lawyers. He was 
also a finalist in Trial Lawyer of the Year sponsored by Public Justice.

Meghan Walker
Meghan Walker is a Partner at Will Davidson LLP and articled with the firm 
between July 2011 and June 2012, where she gained extensive hands-on ex-
perience in plaintiff-side litigation, advocating for individuals in the Ontario 
Superior Court of Justice and Small Claims Court. Meghan’s area of practice 
includes motor vehicle accidents, medical malpractice, product liability, and 
property loss. Meghan is a board member of Ontario Trial Lawyers Associa-
tion (OTLA) and Halton County Law Association. 

Alex Will
Alex is a Marketing Director at Will Davidson LLP. Prior to joining Will Da-
vidson, Alex worked in marketing roles in a variety of industries including 
financial services, hospitality, and retail. She completed her Master’s of 
Management in International Business at the Ivey School of Business. 

Gary Will
Gary Will is a Managing Partner at Will Davidson LLP and has been recog-
nized as one of Canada’s premier legal experts in the practice of personal 
injury litigation and is certified by the Law Society of Upper Canada as a 
Specialist in Civil Litigation. He has extensive experience in the areas of 
personal injury law and has a practice built on referrals from other lawyers 
throughout Canada. He has been recognized by his peers repeatedly for 
inclusion in Best Lawyers. 



ABOUT 
WILL DAVIDSON LLP
Will Davidson LLP celebrates over 95 years at the forefront of the legal pro-
fession in Ontario. With personal injury litigators operating through offices in 
Toronto, Oakville, Huntsville, Bowmanville, Midland, and Lindsay, the firm has 
done counsel work for lawyers throughout Ontario – including numerous trials 
and appeals all the way to the Supreme Court of Canada. The firm is proud of 
its community involvement and its leadership roles in organizations dedicated 
to the advancement of access to justice.


